TOUCH SERIE 9 PRO
The interactive display designed to maximise
active and collaborative learning

Everything you need is built-in and at your ﬁngertips. Simply slide your ﬁngers
over them and your classroom will enter into a new world of applications that
oﬀer you an almost inﬁnite range of educational content.

TOUCH SERIE 9 is now really Pro
The new interactive display TOUCH SERIE 9 Pro is the perfect tool to boost
learning through content interaction. Increasing the enthusiasm and engagement
of your students is easy.
Everything you need is built-in and at your ﬁngertips. Simply slide your ﬁngers over
them and your classroom will enter into a new world of applications that oﬀer you
an almost inﬁnite range of educational content.
Don't give up the latest technology in education due to lack of space. The Pro
Series adapts to your students and classrooms. Find the perfect size for the
smallest spaces or the optimal model for your school's assembly hall or auditorium.
Discover the ideal stands for the smallest members of the class with low positions
up to 300 mm.
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Much more
engaging lessons
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Install and incorporate large amounts of
complementary resources to textbooks. The new
TOUCH SERIE 9 Pro has double the storage
memory along with the Android 9 Pie Operating
System. A total of 64GB (ROM) that will allow you
to install more than 170 Apps with educational
content on your interactive display.
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Working with intensive Apps has never been so
easy. Keeping students' attention and improving
their performance with Apps that need to process
large amount of data (3D modelling, photo editing,
video editing...) and doing so without any
interruption in a fast and ﬂuid way is possible
thanks to the Pro series, that increases x2 its
processing memory up to 8GB of high-speed
LPDDR4 RAM memory.

Unprecedented
speed
Say goodbye to connecting cables to your
computer, long start-up and connecting times,
continually calibrating the projector, shadows on
the whiteboard, annoying noise from the
projector's fans and light hitting your eyes.
Welcome the start of your lessons in seconds with
our Pro interactive display, thanks to the
extraordinary power of the Mediatek 9950 chip.
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The performance
you need
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Everything
under control
With the ORBYS DMCS™ service you will
remotely and centrally manage all your ORBYS
interactive displays. Install and decide which Apps
are available by generating proﬁles. Prevent them
from uninstalling Apps or changing the device
settings, lock the interactive display until they
identify with their own CEI card or PIN.

Simply
usable and safe
Interactive media has never been so easy and safe
to use. The TOUCH SERIE 9 PRO is designed to
allow you to work in an intuitive environment
through an interface that unites simplicity with the
most Pro functionalities. In addition, the new
series also features Cloud infrastructure hosted in
European data centres in compliance with GDPR.
Feel the peace of mind knowing that your data is
safe with automatic cache deletion at logout.
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The latest technology
comes as standard
Enjoy our self-developed Apps designed for
classrooms. MyClass App will oﬀer you a space for
productive brainstorming sessions, create
activities, collaborative spaces and much more. Go
further and accelerate gamiﬁcation by challenging
your students with our ORBYS QUIZ App.

https://www.orbys.eu

